Abstract-With the emerging many-core paradigm, parallel programming must extend beyond its traditional realm of scientific applications. Converting existing sequential applications as well as developing next-generation software requires assistance from hardware, compilers and runtime systems to exploit parallelism transparently within applications. These systems must decompose applications into tasks that can be executed in parallel and then schedule those tasks to minimize load imbalance. However, many systems lack a priori knowledge about the execution time of all tasks to perform effective load balancing with low scheduling overhead.
I. INTRODUCTION
Parallelization of all application types is critical with the trend towards an exponentially increasing number of cores per chip. Although active research on new programming models [1] , [2] may simplify explicit parallelization of many applications, transparent or semi-transparent parallelization assisted by hardware, compilers, or runtime systems would significantly improve the applicability of many-core systems to existing sequential programs and better enable parallel commercial applications [3] , [4] . However, automatic parallelization remains an elusive goal, despite much work to parallelize general-purpose programming languages transparently [4] , [5] , [6] . Alternatively, automatic parallelization of scripting languages [7] , [8] would alleviate the application developers' parallel programming burden while avoiding many of the difficulties of parallelizing compilers. This approach, which covers not only scientific applications but also those traditionally run on commercial servers, personal computers or even cell phones, must transparently exploit both task parallelism and data parallelism.
To give a concrete example, interactive scientific data navigation and analysis is frequently performed sequentially on desktop computers despite possessing significant task and data parallelism. Common task parallelization opportunities include the computation of the eigenvalues of a matrix while also generating a histogram of its values. Data parallelization opportunities for scripting languages, such as a loop that processes the output files from a series of time-steps or the elements of a large array, are even more common. Figure  1 (a) shows a target scenario, a data processing script written in R [9] , a popular statistical computing package. Lines 1-3 initialize a list and two matrices. The tasks, T1 and T2, on lines 4 and 5 perform a Friedman rank sum and a sample Wilcoxon test. The loop L in lines 6-8 performs vector-matrix multiplications and calculates mean values. Since L, T1, and T2 are mutually independent, they can be executed in parallel. Further, there are no dependences between the iterations of L so they can also be parallelized. However, a straightforward loop decomposition and task distribution will not produce an efficient parallel execution schedule, as demonstrated by the example schedules that use lengths proportional to the execution times for L, T1 and T2 on an eight core system. Figure 1 (b) shows a naive schedule that divides L iterations evenly by the number of processors. Since the functions and the loop blocks execute whenever a processor is available, two loop blocks use the same processors as T1 and T2. Thus, this schedule leaves six processors idle while those loop blocks complete. In contrast, Figure 1 (c) shows a much more desirable schedule that optimizes the loop decomposition in light of the tasks to provide perfect load balance, but requires an accurate prediction of all tasks' execution times before scheduling L.
We could apply many existing static task scheduling techniques [10] to our target scenario -if we knew the cost of the tasks and loop iterations in advance. Since our goal is an implicit parallelization mechanism, we use transparent performance models to predict those costs. Our models use performance observations to predict later executions, which particularly suits programs written in scripting languages. Although such languages provide a large number of functions and utilities, on a given system programs typically utilize a small set of functions (often with relatively stable parameter ranges). This limited set of functions are used repeatedly both within a single job and across jobs, typically by one or several users. Thus, by enabling "personal" or "per-system" performance data collection and modeling, we can archive enough samples for accurate predictions given fairly predictable user behaviors.
This paper presents our novel runtime parallelization tool that performs intelligent loop decomposition and task scheduling, based on performance models derived from past performance data collected on the local platform. We use artificial neural networks (ANNs), which are application-independent and self-learning black box models, as required for implicit parallelization. We integrate these techniques into the existing pR framework [8] , which performs runtime, automatic parallelization of R scripts. The result is an adaptive scheduling framework for the parallel execution of R, which we call ASpR (Adaptively Scheduled parallel R -pronounced "aspire").
For the example in Figure 1 (a), ASpR estimates the costs of T1 and T2 based on past calls to those functions. Further, it can infer the cost of the individual iterations of L based on feedback collected by "test driving" the same loop. We then use these cost estimates as inputs for our scheduling algorithm, which is an extension of the Modified Critical Path (MCP) scheduling algorithm [11] , to generate an informed loop partitioning and scheduling plan that is close to the one shown in Figure 1 (c). The major contributions of this paper are:
• Lightweight online profiling and performance prediction techniques for a widely used scripting language; • A fully transparent self-adaptive, platform-and application-independent parallelization mechanism for R;
• An extension of the MCP algorithm [11] to use cost estimates from our models for loop partitioning and task scheduling, and runtime heuristics for more effective processor allocation and scheduling; • The first study (to the best of our knowledge) to apply machine learning to online task partitioning and scheduling, especially with a priori unknown parameter spaces; • A detailed evaluation of our implicit parallelization approach, in terms of the overall performance of automatically parallelized scripts, using both a real-world R application and synthetic benchmarks composed of popular functions sampled from the R internal library and the BioConductor project [12] .
Our results using up to 32 processors demonstrate that machine learning based performance prediction can produce schedules that run up to 40.3% faster than the baseline schedule. Accumulating more performance observations improves prediction accuracy and, thus, the resulting schedules.
Further, our results demonstrate that the overall overhead of the profiling and prediction is small. The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the ASpR architecture. Sections III-V present our proposed approaches for ASpR: online function performance modeling and prediction, loop cost prediction test driving, and online task decomposition/scheduling using the predictions. Section VI discusses our experimental results.
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
Although we propose a general purpose approach, we present our new Adaptively Scheduled parallel R (ASpR) framework within the context of our test platform, the pR framework [8] for transparent R script execution [9] . pR takes a sequential R script as input and transparently executes it in parallel using a master-worker model. The master parses the input script, conducts dependence analysis, and schedules nontrivial tasks (function calls and loop blocks) to the workers, where they are computed in parallel. The workers are assigned these tasks and carry out communication to exchange task information with the master, as well as data communication among themselves. Currently pR does not further parallelize the content of function calls or loops, and with nested loops only the outermost loop is parallelized. Only the underlying framework imposes these restrictions. Our concepts introduced Figure 2 . Adaptively Scheduled parallel R (ASpR) architecture in this work do not require them and can be applied to systems with hierarchical parallelization without major modifications.
ASpR extends the pR master to include three new modules, as Figure 2 illustrates: (1) the analyzer, which performs dependence analysis, parses the R scripts and generates a Task Precedence Graph (TPG); (2) the performance modeler, which predicts task computation and data communication costs for the TPG; and (3) the DAG scheduler, a static algorithm that uses the cost predictions to determine an appropriate schedule.
ASpR predicts the performance of the two task types, function calls and blocks of independent loop iterations, differently. Generally, each user repeatedly invokes a limited set of functions, standard or user-defined. We can identify the functions by their names, although the calls to the same function may use different input parameters. Loops, on the other hand, are harder to identify, but often have stable periteration cost in data processing scripts. Thus, the performance modeler uses a lightweight performance repository and adopts machine-learning methods to model and to predict function costs. As we detail in Section IV, ASpR "test-drives" the first iteration of a loop to give the per-iteration loop execution cost based on actual measurement.
We collect the local script execution history into a filebased repository for function cost prediction. We retrain the performance model as we obtain new data. To reduce modeling overhead, we allocate a sliding window buffer to only store the most recent data. When applied to the master-worker paradigm, such as pR, the system overlaps retraining with script execution on the workers resulting in low overhead.
Many machine learning techniques can be used for performance prediction in a framework like ASpR. In our work we chose Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) [13] since they do not require language-or application-specific knowledge and they can learn automatically from periodically updated examples. Further, they provide reliable predictions across a wide variety of problems including pattern recognition, nonlinear system modeling, forecasting and prediction, and automated control. More precisely, we use SNNS, the Stuttgart Neural Network Simulator [14] , to construct neural networks and perform training and prediction.
Typical 
III. FUNCTION PERFORMANCE PROFILING AND MODEL CONSTRUCTION
The ASpR system continuously collects cost information from function executions at runtime. Each function execution generates a training data point, which includes the function name, input parameter sizes, measured execution time, and output parameter sizes. We then use these data points to train separate ANNs for each R function. The ANN input is the data sizes of function input parameters and its outputs are the predicted function execution time and the predicted output data sizes. We include the latter since the output data size determines the data communication cost as well as the input data size for subsequent tasks depending on the predicted task.
Our implementation uses a three-layer ANN with two hidden neurons, using the sigmoid function as the activation function. The edge weights are updated via back-propagation with a momentum term to improve stability in gradient descent. Based on our previous experience with neural networks, we chose a learning rate of 0.1, a momentum of 0.9 and initial weights uniformly distributed between -0.01 and 0.01.
A self-learning runtime parallelization system transparent to script users should not require explicit training prior to use or between runs. We achieve this goal by reusing the query data points (the function calls whose costs are to be predicted) as training points after the corresponding tasks complete. When such new training points become available, the relevant ANNs must be re-trained. Since the training overhead corresponds to the volume of training data, we maintain a desired size of training data by adopting a reasonable sliding window size, which is chosen according to our experimental results (see Section VI-D). Initially, with no training data available, the window grows up to the maximum sliding window size and training is performed incrementally on all data points.
We employ a simple linear model [15] to compute the communication cost between tasks. With l as the latency and b as the size-dependent cost, the communication cost is calculated as l + b × data size. ASpR uses MPI for interprocessor communication and we verify the above model by measuring the point-to-point MPI communication costs using a pingpong test in our testbed. Our calibration experiments show that the communication cost fits the model well and it yields an estimate l = 0.69 ms and b = 2.6 −6 ms/byte with less than 1% standard error.
SNNS requires normalized training data to achieve good accuracy, which creates a challenge since we do not know the range of all parameters in advance. Using too wide of a range hurts prediction accuracy but it can also drop dramatically for data outside the range. Therefore, we employ a dynamic normalization scheme. When we receive data points outside of the current range, we save the new performance data and re-normalize the values in the sliding window so that the next online training uses the wider range. Thus, we adapt to the performance data stream, to provide accurate predictions for a wider range and lower the exposure to outliers.
However, a problem arises if the outlier data is spatially too far away in the parameter space since re-normalization can make the range too large. Fortunately, data tend to aggregate spatially in the parameter space and our sliding-window-based online training gradually shifts parameter ranges by tracking minimum and maximum parameter values and periodically examining the sliding window to ensure that those values reflect the current range of interest. Through our experience on scientific data processing, we observed that users tend to focus on a certain range of problem sizes during a certain time period, for example, when analyzing output data generated by a group of simulation runs. The range moves to another area as users move to new simulation codes, input problems, or simulation approaches. The sliding window allows ASpR to keep recent training data in the model, which are likely to reflect the current parameter range of interest.
IV. LOOP COST PREDICTION THROUGH TEST DRIVING
The costs of loop iterations are less well defined than function tasks and are not easily identified across different executions and different scripts. Therefore, we use a novel loop "test drive" approach to predict loop execution costs. In this measurement-based approach, the master executes the initial iteration and extrapolates the performance observation to the rest of the loop. This approach works well in practice since most loops that we have seen in real-world data processing scripts have relatively stable per-iteration costs.
Unlike ANN-based prediction, the loop test drive may not be easily overlapped with concurrent task processing due to data dependences (without them, our master-worker framework performs the test drive concurrently with other task processing). With data dependences on previous tasks, we cannot execute the initial iteration until the entire loop can be dispatched. Thus, the loop test drive approach may create a loss of concurrency that introduces a bubble into the script's processing schedule.
Alternatively, we could engage the workers in a parallel test drive that computes additional initial results. However, fine grain loop distribution and data communication (for subsequent tasks working on the output data) can be costly, especially with environments such as R. As we will show in Section VI, the high overhead of fine grain loop distribution makes dynamic scheduling an expensive option, even with a set of independent tasks. Therefore, a parallel test drive is unlikely to outperform our sequential test drive due to the extra cost of distributing the input and collecting the output from these small tasks.
Overall, our results demonstrate that our sequential test drive approach works well for loops with large iteration counts. However, we are unlikely to compensate for the overhead of the test drive and the possible loss of concurrency with a small number of iterations. We therefore disable the test drive in such cases. Specifically, we simply decompose the loop evenly if the number of iterations is smaller than the number of processors p times M . M is a tunable parameter that is set to 8 in our tests. Once their dependent tasks have completed, we schedule these loop tasks as soon as a processor is available (the baseline scheduling described in Section VI-C).
V. TASK PARTITIONING AND SCHEDULING
We extend the existing Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) scheduling algorithm MCP (Modified Critical Path) [11] to include task and loop iteration cost predictions. Given a set of homogeneous processors and a a weighted DAG representing a group of tasks (where each node denotes one task and each edge denotes the dependence between a pair of tasks), the MCP algorithm schedules the tasks to the processors by as late as possible (ALAP) start time of a node to minimize the overall makespan. A list of nodes is constructed according to this scheduling priority and each node is scheduled to a processor that allows the earliest start time. The intuition is to find holes in the schedule and to fill them with tasks. The MCP has complexity O(v 2 log v), where v is the number of nodes in the task DAG. We choose this algorithm because it matches our problem well, where arbitrary computation and communication costs may be specified. Also, MCP is an effective and efficient task graph scheduling algorithm [16] .
MCP only accommodates non-malleable tasks, i.e., tasks that are not divisible and must be assigned as one unit. Thus, it does not handle task partitioning as part of the scheduling. In our target problem, however, loops with no inter-iteration dependence must be transparently decomposed and scheduled. Further, the decision of how to decompose a loop interacts with the DAG scheduling algorithm. To map our problem to MCP's standard input, one intuitive approach would break up the loop so that each iteration is a task, run MCP to decide the task mapping to processors, and then merge the loop tasks back to contiguous blocks of loop iterations in the actual task scheduling. However, this approach could lead to very large task graphs and significantly increase scheduling overhead. Including many iterations in each loop task, on the other hand, risks producing a few large tasks that cannot effectively fill available schedule holes.
To address this problem, we designed a new algorithm that extends the MCP approach by employing a cut-and-merge scheme and list scheduling. The main heuristic adopted in the algorithm dynamically determines the desired level of granularity in loop tasks fed into MCP, according to the predicted costs of non-loop tasks, loop iteration test drive results, and the number of iterations.
Algorithm 1 describes our extended MCP algorithm, which consists of three phases. In the first phase, the estimated execution times of divisible tasks and those of indivisible tasks are compared to determine the granularity of loop partitioning. In ASpR, the divisible tasks are the loops that can be partitioned, while the indivisible ones are function calls. Recall that, as described in Section IV, when the number of iterations in a loop is considered small (compared to the number of processors p times a tunable factor M ), we evenly partition it into p loop tasks without performing a loop test drive. In this case, we then update the input task DAG accordingly.
We perform test drives for independent loops and the loop decompositions depend on their results. If we expect a loop to dominate the total computation time (i.e., we estimate the loop computation time as at least p × M times of the average function computation time, with p the number of worker processors and M the tunable parameter from above), we distribute the loop evenly. If functions dominate the execution, then we treat the loop as a single task. Otherwise, we partition the loop into grains that will possibly fit into holes in the schedule, with the granularity again controlled by the M parameter. Thus, the algorithm selects a loop task granularity that corresponds to the function lengths. The average function execution time may not reflect the size of holes in a schedule, as large functions may still be arranged into well-aligned execution timelines. However, the potential performance benefit of using loop tasks to fill the holes would be small in this case.
The second phase applies the original MCP algorithm to the newly generated DAG, which outputs the task-to-processor assignment and execution schedule. The third phase then merges the fine-grained loop blocks from the MCP output into a condensed assignment and schedule. Basically, we redecompose the loop into contiguous chunks consistent with the iteration distribution determined by the MCP algorithm.
ASpR's M parameter also bounds the number of tasks into which we will decompose the original DAG. In the worst case, a loop node can be replaced with pM 2 nodes. By adjusting M , we can control the overhead of running MCP if necessary. As the code region to run MCP scheduling is often limited by the granularity of automatic parallelization, in environments like ASpR we do not expect large task DAGs. In our experiments, we find that MCP scheduling, even on the modified DAGs with decomposed loops, incurs very little overhead compared to other costs such as online training.
We use the sample code in Figure 1 to illustrate the algorithm. We perform a test drive since the number of loop iterations is 1200, which is greater than pM = 56 with p = 7 worker processors. From the test drive, we predict that the loop will take about 185 seconds, while functions friedman.test and wilcox.test will take 14.4 and 13.3 seconds respectively and 13.9 seconds on average. Since 13.9 < 185 < 13.9 × 56, neither the loop nor the tasks dominate. Therefore, we cut the loop into tasks with a granularity of 13.9/(8 × (185/1200)) = 12. MCP generates a schedule for the expanded graph with 9, 9, 16, 16, 16, 17, and 17 loop tasks (each of 12 iterations) on the processors. Thus, processor 1, for example, is assigned a contiguous chunk of 108 iterations.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluate the ASpR's prediction-assisted task partitioning and scheduling performance through experiments on the opt 64 cluster located at NCSU, which has 16 2-way SMP nodes connected using Gigabit Ethernet. Each node has two dualcore AMD Opteron 265 processors, 2GB memory and runs Red Hat's Fedora Core 5. A single NFS server manages 750GB of shared RAID storage.
A. Sample Results of Prediction-Assisted Task Partitioning and Scheduling
We illustrate the benefits of our proposed task parallelization assisted with online performance prediction through results for the sample R code given in Section I. Figure 3 portrays the schedules generated for eight processors by three approaches: (a) baseline, the original pR approach, which partitions loops across processors and assigns functions in their original order to available worker processors; (b) ASpR (ANN+MCP), our proposed approach, which uses the extended MCP algorithm for loop partitioning and task scheduling, based on our online cost predictions; and (c) MCP-ideal, which supplies the extended MCP algorithm with accurate task costs measured offline. The boxes again illustrate function calls and loop partitions, with their vertical lengths corresponding to measured execution times. Loop blocks (shaded boxes) are marked with a number in parentheses showing the number of iterations. The number at the top of each box shows the corresponding task's execution time in seconds. Since pR employs a master-worker paradigm and exports loops and function calls to workers, the schedules show 7 processors rather than 8.
The ASpR schedule, although not matching the schedule generated with perfect performance predictions, generates a much more balanced execution plan compared to the baseline schedule. Based on the online prediction results with 20 data points trained, the extended MCP algorithm decomposes the loop unevenly, smoothing out the workload to all the processors. It assigns the same number of iterations to worker processors 1 and 2 because the predicted execution time of friedman.test and wilcox.test is almost the same (14.4 seconds and 13.3 seconds respectively). Processors 3-5 and processors 6-7, on the other hand, receive different iteration counts due to the scheduling granularity of 12 iterations. Overall, ASpR improves the total execution time over the baseline case by 21.1% (from 46.4 seconds to 36.6 seconds). Compared to MCP-ideal, though, the scheduling granularity introduces a performance gap of 15.1%.
B. Comparison with Dynamic Scheduling
Although dynamic scheduling works well on independent tasks, such as a do-all loop, static scheduling uses prior knowledge to consider task dependences, data locality and global load information [17] . Thus, it better suits transparently parallelized tasks and loops, especially with a mixture of loops and function calls and possible dependences.
However, with independent tasks, one may suspect that dynamic scheduling approaches may work more efficiently. Our study indicates challenges in fine-tuning dynamic scheduling parameters to balance between the tradeoff of load balance and communication overhead for parallel scripts. Thus, static scheduling remains a sound choice even for independent tasks. To illustrate the advantage of performance prediction based scheduling, we continue to use the sample code from Figure 1(a) to compare ASpR with a simple dynamic scheduling scheme. This approach partitions loops into smaller chunks and schedules them as independent tasks, with the master assigning, tasks to idle workers from a ready queue on request in order to fill the holes created by the function calls. Figure 4 portrays the results with different loop partitioning granularities, again collected from 8 processors. Although dynamic scheduling balances the load, it dramatically increases communication overhead since it uses many more loop tasks than pR or ASpR. This overhead largely arises from serialization, in which the system packs and unpacks R objects for interprocess communication. Although the iterations are independent, their parallel execution requires distribution of the corresponding data with the loop tasks. Thus, the overall execution time is still longer than the baseline schedule even with a relatively large partitioning granularity (80 iterations).
Since the serialization cost is script-dependent, we repeated the experiment with a different workload, as shown in Figure 5 . The processing of this script is primarily a computationintensive loop that has a very limited communication footprint. Thus, this test limits the impact of serialization from the increase in messages required for dynamic scheduling. Still, dynamic scheduling performs considerably worse than the baseline scheduling, although the gap is much smaller for small iteration counts.
Meanwhile, using a static scheduling algorithm like MCP to make more globally optimized scheduling decisions comes with the cost of running the scheduling algorithm. As mentioned in Section V, the complexity of the MCP algorithm is O(v 2 log v), where v is the number of nodes in the task DAG. Table I gives the MCP execution time measured in ASpR, for different DAG sizes. With small and moderately sized DAGs (<2000 nodes), the MCP scheduling overhead is negligible. Even for a DAG size of 5000, the overhead of less than one second is small compared to the runtime of typical sets of tasks in data processing codes that we target. The scheduling overhead does grow fast due to MCP's superquadratic complexity. However, we can limit the size of the DAG by adjusting the parameter M to increase the minimum iteration count. 
C. Benchmark Generation
To evaluate the effectiveness of online task cost prediction using neural networks, and to examine the impact of such prediction on parallel task and loop scheduling further, we need a reasonable number of R scripts with various sizes of input data as test cases. Meanwhile, to study the effect of adjusting prediction parameters, to observe the self-learning capability of our online prediction method, and to evaluate the scheduling performance with different system sizes, and finally, to assess the potential benefit of our predictionassisted scheduling fairly, our test codes must have diverse task compositions. Therefore, we automatically generated synthetic micro-benchmarks with task and parameter ranges selected randomly, and discuss their performance in Section VI-D and Section VI-E.
We composed synthetic microbenchmarks from function calls and loops. In particular, we used function calls with non-trivial costs. To select functions from the large pool of R standard and extended functions, we performed an exhaustive study on function call frequencies in the R internal library and the well-known BioConductor project [12] . Among all 3412 R functions, the function call frequency ranges from 1 to 5943, with a median of 2. We then selected the 7 most frequently used functions for statistical tests and matrix computation, as listed in Table II . The call frequency of these functions ranges from 3 to 63 in the code base we examined. In addition, we included functions friedman.test, ks.test, and mood.test, which are not called in the R internal library or BioConductor, but are commonly used by statisticians [18] , [19] , [20] . Table II lists these 10 functions, each with a short description. For each function, we also list its arguments, which in these cases include one or two n×n matrices (A and B), with their sizes in double-precision numbers denoted as N A and N B . The corresponding parameters used in the ANN for performance modeling are the sizes of these matrices, whose ranges are given in the table, as well as the ranges of the function execution time, shown in the last column.
To synthesize loops, we choose one expensive loop from Boost, a real-world application written in R from the Statistics Department at NCSU. This loop evaluates an in-house boosting algorithm for the nonlinear transformation model with censored survival data. Due to resource and time constraints, we reduced the number of iterations to 640 so that it runs for about 6 minutes sequentially. In addition, we create a synthetic loop test case, which computes the standard matrixvector multiplication C = A×B [i] in each iteration i, where A, B, and C are n×n matrices and i ranges from 1 to n. With this loop, the number of iterations is n.
We then generated two classes of test scripts: with independent and inter-dependent tasks. The first class contains 100 random microbenchmarks generated from our pool of functions and loops, with no inter-task dependency. In creating these microbenchmarks, we first randomly select one to ten functions and one loop. We then generate a benchmark script composed of these tasks. As these tasks are mutually independent, their relative ordering is not important. The script begins by creating random data to populate input matrices following the normal distribution. We randomly select the matrix sizes from the range of 950 to 1150.
The second class of 200 microbenchmarks are created using a similar script composition method, but with data dependency. Each benchmark includes 20 function tasks randomly sampled from a task pool, whose inter-dependency is determined by a randomly generated DAG with a given expected number of edges (5 for half of the benchmarks and 20 for the rest). To ensure one function task's input type and size match those of another task's output, while the two task have different execution costs, the function task pool used here contains ten functions that perform various iterations of matrix inversion. In half of the microbenchmarks, we also include one of the loops described above, selected at random, with no dependences on the functions.
D. Accuracy and Overhead of Online Prediction
We evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of ASpR's online prediction using our independent microbenchmarks in this section. Given a microbenchmark, we collected training data and queries for the 10 selected functions. For training, we uniformly select 200 data points in the pre-defined function parameter range shown in Table II . As we observed significant deviations in predictions but little impact on the overall schedule for small matrices, we focus instead on the queries with larger matrices. Thus, we sampled 100 random query data points within the range beyond the bottom 5% for the query data set. The execution time of these sample tasks ranges from less than 0.1 seconds to 342 seconds. The training and query sample pools do not overlap.
We perform incremental online training by inserting training points one at a time for each function in our experiments. We perform five queries at different intervals during the training: after inserting one new data point into the model; and after after the insertion of every 10 data points. We report the average results, as well as the 95% confidence level over the average results (from 5 queries) for the 10 functions.
Our experiments demonstrate that ASpR's ANN-based performance prediction is highly accurate even with a relatively small training set (10-20 data points). Figure 7(a) demonstrates the increasing prediction accuracy as more training data are accumulated. The prediction error starts from around 80%, but quickly declines as more training points are included: with just 10 data points, the error is 4.9%. Figure 7 (b) provides focused details of the error rate for queries executed after 10 or more training points. Using more training points steadily decreases the average error rate down to 1.9% at 90 points. Though this improvement in accuracy appears small, our experiments found that it did significantly improve scheduling performance. Meanwhile, online re-training overhead grows as we increase the training data size, as shown in Figure 7 (c): the overhead increases 48% from 10 data points to 90 (0.43 seconds to 0.64). Based on these results, we currently choose a sliding window size of 40 for ASpR, which balances the accuracies and overheads seen in Figure 7 .
The ANN query time is independent of the training data size and fairly constant, measured as 0.07 seconds on average in our tests. Thus, the overall overhead of our online prediction approach is small, as the training and query overheads are trivial compared to task execution time in computation-or data-intensive scripts. The worst case for online prediction would be a long-running script with a long series of short function calls. However, scripts that use many short function calls normally embed them in loops and, thus, ASpR will parallelize the loops instead of the function tasks. Further, individual users tend to use a limited pool of functions so we can quickly populate the performance repository with training points. We can easily reduce ASpR online training frequency in that case. For example, ASpR could retrain the model for a function only if feedback from the workers indicates that the predictions deviate significantly from the actual runtimes.
E. Impact on Transparently Parallelized R Code Execution
We now assess the benefit of ASpR in task decomposition and scheduling on our microbenchmarks. First we evaluate ASpR using the class of scripts with independent tasks. As in Section VI-A, we compare the baseline scheduling used in pR with the prediction-assisted scheduling in ASpR, and in some cases, with the "ideal" performance of MCP using perfect predictions. Table IV summarizes the improvement in overall execution time on 8, 16 and 32 processors for the 100 R microbenchmarks with independent tasks, where we measure ASpR's performance ("ANN+MCP") by running the To reduce the test space for the rest of our experiments, we select the ten microbenchmarks (of the 100 total) where ASpR achieves the most significant improvement over the baseline approach with 8 processors. Figure 6 illustrates the selflearning property of ASpR, by repeating the microbenchmark runs after 10-data-point training intervals. We use the "normalized improvement" to examine ASpR's performance relative to both the baseline and the MCP-ideal performance. If the execution time of a microbenchmark is t baseline , t AN N +MCP , and t MCP −ideal , for the baseline, ANN+MCP, and MCP-ideal scheduling schemes, respectively, then we calculate normalized improvement as:
This quantity is the fraction of the maximum possible improvement with MCP as captured by t MCP −ideal . We also repeat these experiments on 16 and 32 processors. The y error bar shows the 95% confidence intervals. Figure 6 shows that ASpR's performance generally improves as we collect more training points but the gain is To illustrate the relative performance of the three approaches further, Figure 8 shows the parallel execution time of these top ten microbenchmarks. Due to space constraints, we only show the performance with 8 processors; we observed similar results with 16 and 32 processors. Our microbenchmarks, for which the baseline approach generates imbalanced task schedules, clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of ASpR's predictionassisted scheduling, which nearly achieves the ideal MCP improvement.
We evaluate the effectiveness of ASpR for inter-dependent tasks through our second class of 200 test scripts described in Section VI-C, which we categorize by the expected number of edges and whether they include one of our loops in Table V . With these tests, the possible performance gain depends on the specific task graph. The baseline pR tends to assign dependent tasks to the same processor when it finishes a prerequisite task, hence naturally exploiting data locality. Thus, for the ten test cases ASpR has the worst improvement (where the baseline approach generates efficient schedules), MCPideal only improves the performance by 1.1% on average. Nonetheless, MCP has two advantages over the baseline: 1) it identifies the critical path and schedules those tasks early; and 2) it partitions loops unevenly, as for independent task scripts. Our results in Table V confirm that ASpR achieves more significant improvement (up to around 20%) when a loop is included in the script, and when there are more intertask dependencies (20 edges vs. 5), which results in more paths including a longer critical path. Compared with our independent task experiments, a relative performance decrease is more likely with ASpR due to training overhead when the baseline approach happens to work well for the task graph. However, this effect will be less significant with longer runs (we used short experiments to accommodate a large number of test cases). Finally, although space precludes more details, ASpR's performance lags behind MCP-ideal by an amount that closely reflects the training overhead.
F. Real-world Application Performance Results
We also assessed the ASpR's effectiveness on a real-world R application obtained from the NCSU Statistics Department. This code implements a moment-based method for automatically selecting the random effects in linear mixedeffects models (LMMs). LMMs include a mixture of fixed and random factors in a unified framework and are widely used in modeling data with complex variance structures. Our test LMM code enhances the model interpretation and improves the outcome prediction in the long run. It first performs multiple model simulation runs in a loop with no dependences across iterations. The remainder of the code consists of 7 function calls for adaptive Lasso, a popular technique for simultaneous estimation and variable selection. As listed in Table VI , the functions take vectors and matrices as input and dependences exist between the function calls. However, the functions do not depend on the loop and therefore we can execute them concurrently to the loop. We reduced the input size to reduce the total execution time (the normal input requires hours to process) but made no other changes to the application. The loop consists of 1500 iterations with a total runtime of 528 seconds, while the runtimes of the functions range from 0.2 seconds to 9.7 seconds with our input. Figure 9 gives the result of running LMMs on 8, 16 and 32 processors. For ANN+MCP, we collect 30 runs of online training data in advance. With more processors, the baseline schedule becomes more imbalanced since each partition of the loop is smaller and the cost of the function calls becomes a greater percentage of their execution time. Thus, the difference between the ideal MCP approach and the baseline performance increases from 10.4% to 21.8%. Further, the performance of ASpR, using ANN-based prediction, more closely approaches the ideal result when we use more processors, resulting in a 17.5% improvement compared to the baseline at a scale of 32 processors. We conject that the improvement results from decreased overall prediction error when each processor receives fewer tasks.
VII. RELATED WORK
We have covered some of the most closely related work, pR and ANNS, in Section II. In this section, we cover other related work, specifically in performance profiling and prediction, parallel job scheduling as well as self-learning and self-configuring systems. Several tools trace or analyze application performance, including Open|SpeedShop [21] , TAU/ParaProf [22] , Paraver [23] , svPablo [24] and VampirTrace [25] . These tools provide developers of compiled language applications with data that guides optimization. In contrast, we profile a scripting language to guide automated parallelization and scheduling decisions.
Many projects, such as PerfDMF [26] , PerfTrack [27] and Prophesy [28] , combine the use of a repository with performance profiling and modeling to facilitate performance data storage and management. However, these existing tools use profile data in an offline manner for performance modeling and debugging. We integrate a lightweight database in the form of a file-based data repository for online performance prediction, which supports runtime parallelization and scheduling even in the same run in which the data is gathered.
Past research has adopted machine learning methods in performance modeling and prediction, including automatic performance modeling for parallel I/O systems [29] , parallel applications [30] , [31] and architectural design space exploration [32] . Lee et al. [33] used regression methods and filter techniques to predict application execution times. The MetaSim automated prediction framework convolves application signatures and machine profiles to form application predictions [34] . Other work estimated applications' execution times based on parametric code profiling and analytical benchmarking techniques [35] . Perhaps most similar to our work, previous work used ANNs to guide concurrency throttling at runtime [36] . In contrast, our system adapts the ANNs, as well as using their results, at runtime and we target a self-learning system for unbounded parameter spaces.
Parallel job or task scheduling is another mature research area; here we briefly summarize the most related topic, scheduling a parallel program represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) on multiprocessors [10] . DAG scheduling is quite generic and applies to many systems and applications. Since optimal DAG scheduling is an NP-complete problem [37] , most research focuses on finding good heuristic solutions. Our scheduling scheme is most related to scheduling algorithms such as DLS [38] and MCP [11] , which deal with arbitrary computation and communication costs, on a limited number of fully connected processors. However, these algorithms do not readily handle loops that are partitioned at runtime as a part of the scheduling task. In this paper, we extended MCP to evaluate our ANN-based online performance prediction, and conduct optimized loop partitioning.
Resource allocation and scheduling have been jointly investigated, often with the assistance of performance profiling. The Paradigm compiler proposed a two step allocation and scheduling approach [39] , using convex programming to decide how many processors to allocate to a task. Bansal et al. proposed a two-step Modified Critical Path and Area-based (MCPA) scheduling heuristic to balance processor allocation and task assignment [40] . Another study employed performance modeling in workflow scheduling on Grid resources [41] . While we share goals with these projects, we do not requires in-advance application profiling or hardware configurations.
Other research has investigated scheduling with mixed task and data parallelism, presenting approximation algorithms, both online [42] and offline [43] . Target problems of these algorithms make efficiency assumptions on task speedup functions. Chakrabarti et al. conducted an empirical study on the performance of mixed task and data parallelism utilizing an efficiency profile [44] . Currently, we perform online predictionassisted scheduling based only on cost estimations. However, we could generalize our approach to consider efficiency in decomposing tasks.
Self-configuring, self-managing and self-learning systems have received increasing interest. Wildstrom et al. proposed a self-configuring system that adapts to the current workload in distributed computer systems [45] . They focus on varying CPU and memory resources and do not require any instrumentation of the middleware or operating system. Neural-network-based self learning was applied in dynamic resource allocation on a chip multiprocessor [46] . The learning, which targets the intrachip level, serves to assign cache banks to processing cores. We take this approach one step further by adaptively parallelizing the applications according to runtime performance observations, without user-supplied a priori knowledge on tasks or parameters.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed, designed and evaluated a novel online task decomposition and scheduling approach for transparent parallelization. Our approach collects runtime task costs transparently and performs online static scheduling, using cost estimates generated by ANN-based performance models and loop iteration test runs. Our self-learning system, ASpR, conducts end-to-end transparent parallelization and predictionassisted task decomposition/scheduling of the popular R language. Through our study using both a real-world application and automatically generated micro-benchmarks, we verified that our approach achieves high prediction accuracy with few training data points and low runtime overhead, and that ASpR uses these prediction results to improve performance significantly for transparently parallelized R scripts. Overall, the combination of online performance prediction and runtime parallelization/scheduling is promising for developing transparent parallel computing systems for emerging many-core processors.
We plan to extend this work. For example, we will use feedback to examine runtime prediction errors and to adjust window sizes. We will also investigate using multiple ANN models for disjoint parameter spaces. Further, we will extend our approach to functions that exhibit data dependent runtimes by categorizing data across sessions.
